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Adaptive-Optics (AO) Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)
imaging of the photoreceptor (PR) layer in early and advanced
dry age-related macular degeneration (AMD) in clinical routine
Andreas Pollreisz1, Matthias Salas2, Stefan Sacu1,
Magdalena Baratsits1, Wolfgang Drexler2, Michael Pircher2,
Ursula Schmidt-Erfurth1. 1Ophthalmology, Medical University
Vienna, Vienna, Austria; 2Center for Medical Physics & Biomedical
Engineering, Medical University Vienna, Vienna, Austria.
Purpose: Combining AO with OCT enables ultra-high retinal
image resolution and 3D visualization up to the PR level in vivo.
For the first time our observational cross-sectional study tests the
performance of a novel compact, multi-modal AO-imaging prototype
combining AO-OCT and AO fundus camera (FC) in eyes with early
and advanced dry AMD in a clinical setting.
Methods: The AO-OCT mode generates volumetric data of the retina
at 200kHz A-scan rate with a transverse resolution of 4µm and an
axial resolution of 5µm. AO-OCT is acquired within a field of view
of 2°x2° adjusted to focus on the PR layer at different retinal regions
(drusen, geographic atrophy [GA] and intact retina) determined by
AO-FC with a total recording time per volume of 0.8s. 44 eyes of 22
patients were imaged with AO-OCT/FC and spectral-domain (SD)
OCT (Spectralis, Heidelberg).
Results: En-face images from the AO-OCT volume scans were
extracted by generating depth integration over PR bands to display
the image on a linear amplitude scale. PR integrity was evaluated at
two depths: inner/outer segment (IS/OS) junction; distal part of the
OS. SD-OCT alone without AO compensation was unable to resolve
individual PR. 8 eyes of 6 patients were excluded from PR analysis
due to poor AO image quality, negatively affected by pupil diameter
less than 7mm, cataract (LOCS III ≥ NO3/NC3, C3, P2), vitreous
floaters, corneal scarring or eye movement. In 36 eyes of 20 patients
AO imaging could be successfully performed. Depth integrated enface projection over the IS/OS revealed regularly spaced reflective
spots packed with a clear mosaic pattern representing cone PR in
areas with intact retina in a total of 40 regions sampled over 30 eyes
(40R/30E) and directly above drusen (42R/32E). In zones with GA
the PR mosaic was absent at the level of the IS/OS (6R/6E). En-face
projection views at the level of end tips of PR (ETPR) revealed a
rich cone OS mosaic in areas of intact retina (40R/30E), however, a
rarefied cone pattern over drusen (42R/32E) and missing ETPR in
GA areas (6R/6E).
Conclusions: We report the first successful application of a compact
AO-OCT/FC in a routine clinical setting, which in contrast to
conventional OCT offers insights into PR physiology, thereby
enhancing our understanding of AMD pathogenesis as well as
supporting multimodal image interpretation.
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Analysis of Polypoidal Choroidal Vasculopathy Using Swept
Source Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography with
Variable Interscan Time Analysis
Carlos A. Moreira Neto1, 2, Carl B. Rebhun1, Stefan B. Ploner3,
Eric M. Moult3, 1, Eduardo A. Novais2, A. Yasin Alibhai1,
Julia Schottenhamml3, Ricardo Louzada1, Nadia Waheed1,
Andre J. Witkin1, Caroline R. Baumal1, Jay S. Duker1,
James G. Fujimoto3, Daniela Ferrara1. 1Ophthalmology, Tufts
University, Boston, MA; 2Ophthalmology, Universidade Federal de
Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil; 3Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, and Research Laboratory of Electronics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, MA.
Purpose: Optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) has
been used to evaluate vascular lesions associated with polypoidal
choroidal vasculopathy (PCV), but OCTA does not provide
information about blood flow speed or turbulence. Recently, a novel
OCTA algorithm termed variable interscan time analysis (VISTA)
displays blood flow speed information in a color coded map of retinal
vasculature. The aim of this study is to utilize VISTA to evaluate
PCV lesions.
Methods: Seven eyes of 7 patients with a previous diagnosis of
PCV were enrolled in this study. Volumetric OCTA of the retinal
vasculature was obtained with a prototype 400kHz, 1050nm sweptsource OCT (SS-OCT) system. The acquired OCT volumes were
centered on the area containing the branch vascular network (BVN)
and polyps as determined by indocyanine green angiography (ICGA).
OCTA-VISTA was applied to the OCTA projections and the resulting
blood flow speed information was mapped on a color-coded display.
Results: Five female and 2 male patients were evaluated. The mean
age ± SD was 70 ± 9 years. SS-OCTA enabled detailed en face
visualization of the BVN and polyps in 6 eyes. One eye showed
motion artifact blocking the visualization of BVN and polyps. In
one eye ICGA highlighted only one polyp and an adjacent area that
demonstrated blocking due to hemorrhage. En face SS-OCTA of
the same region revealed multiple clustered polyps. VISTA-OCTA
color-coded images showed faster flow in the periphery of polyps and
slower flow in the center of each polyp in five eyes (Figure 1). In two
eyes, VISTA-OCTA was unable to provide more information than
OCTA alone.
Conclusions: OCTA is useful in the identification of polyps in PCV
and may provide insight into the disease process. VISTA-OCTA
showed turbulent flow in the polyps, with the center showing slower
flow than the periphery. In one case, en face OCTA was superior than
ICGA in identifying polyps, suggesting that multimodal imaging with
ICGA and OCTA may be more sensitive in detecting polyps in PCV
lesions compared to ICGA on its own.
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Figure 1: A) ICGA of a PCV lesion cropped to a 3x3mm area. B)
Corresponding OCTA. C) OCTA-VISTA of the same area. Arrows
indicate two polyps. BVN is delineated by dashed line. Note turbulent
flow inside the polyps. In OCTA-VISTA images, blue corresponds to
slower, green to intermediate and red to faster blood flow.
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A localization-based analysis of dynamic drusen development in
age-related macular degeneration
Magdalena Baratsits, Ferdinand G. Schlanitz, Hrvoje Bogunovic,
Stefan Sacu, Maria Karantonis, Alessio Montuoro,
Ursula Schmidt-Erfurth. Department of Ophthalmology, Medical
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.
Purpose: The aim of this study was to investigate volumetric
characteristics of drusen during their development in early and
intermediate age-related macular degeneration (AMD).
Methods: 38 patients with early or intermediate AMD were scanned
using Spectralis SD-OCT (scanning area 20°x20°, volume scan
1024x97) in a regular follow-up scheme of every three months for at
least one year. The standard ETDRS grid was centered on the fovea
of the individual eyes and the drusen volume for each ETDRS-field
was segmented automatically by a custom-made software.
Results: 61 eyes were scanned regularly for a mean period of 36
months and up to 84 months. All eyes showed dynamic drusen
volume development, with 45.9% of eyes showing regression of
drusen volume of more than 15% at least once during the observation
time. In the remaining 54.1%, a steady increase of the volume was
observed over time. However, detailed analysis of the volume per
ETDRS-field in those eyes showed a simultaneous regression and
progression of drusen in 87.9% of eyes.
During observation time, 7 eyes conversed towards wet AMD and 5
eyes towards geographic atrophy (GA). As expected, in each eye the
advent of GA was preceded by an imminent regression of the total
drusen volume. The development of CNV was not as distinct. In 4
eyes, a preceding general regression of drusen volume was observed,
with regression in the ETDRS-field where CNV later occurred;
however, in the other 3 eyes, a considerable increase of drusen
volume at the location of the later occurring CNV was observed.
Conclusions: The majority of eyes in early AMD show a dynamic
drusen modeling with progression as well as regression of drusen
volume occurring simultaneously at different locations within the
same retina. In most cases, small distinct regression events are
overridden by a much more substantial progression, resulting in
a total increase of drusen volume that can be observed clinically
and that is a known risk factor for progression of disease. The
development of individual drusen preceding GA or CNV remains an
interesting field of research.
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Combining flood and multimodal scanning adaptive optics
imaging in age-related macular degeneration
Kate Grieve1, 2, Jose A. Sahel2, 3, Mustapha Benchaboune4,
Saddek Mohand-Saïd4, Céline Chaumette1, Sarah Mrejen4,
Kiyoko Gocho5, Juliette Amaudruz4, Serge Meimon1, 6,
Michel Paques1, 2. 1PARIS group, Clinical Investigation Center 1423,
Quinze-Vingts National Ophthalmology Hospital, Paris, France;
2
Vision Institute, Quinze-Vingts National Ophthalmology Hospital,
Paris, France; 3Department of Ophthalmology, The University of
Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA; 4Clinical Investigation
Center 1423, Quinze-Vingts National Ophthalmology Hospital, Paris,
France; 5Department of Ophthalmology, Nippon Medical University,
Chiba Hokusoh Hospital, Inzai, Japan; 6ONERA The French
Aerospace Lab, Paris, France.
Purpose: Adaptive optics (AO) imaging has improved our
understanding of tissue changes during age-related macular
degeneration (AMD), for instance through detailed observation of
photoreceptor and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) disruption and
detection of novel features such as slowly migrating melanin-loaded
cells (MLCs). However, flood and scanning-based AO systems show
distinct features. Here, we compare flood and multimodal scanning
AO imaging systems in patients with dry AMD.
Methods: Four patients with dry AMD were imaged during the same
session with the rtx1 camera (Imagine Eyes, France) and the MAORI
system (PSI, Boston) within an IRB-approved study. The rtx1
system provides AO-corrected full-field flood-illuminated imaging at
850nm over a 4° field. The MAORI provides AO-corrected confocal
line scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) at 750nm over a 1°
to 5° field, along with simultaneous coincident optical coherence
tomography (AOOCT) at 840nm. The AOSLO channel contains both
bright and dark field modes (also known as split detection or offset
aperture).
Results: The contrast of atrophy margins in flood-illuminated
images was often highlighted by lines of melanin deposits, while
in bright field AOSLO the intact RPE layer provided a uniform
dark background; in dark field AOSLO mode, margins were often
demarcated by a hyperreflective border. In both modalities in atrophic
areas the “pseudomosaic” (i.e. the mosaic of hyperreflective dots
similar to the cone mosaic) was brighter than the true cone mosaic
(i.e. over the intact RPE layer); the pseudomosaic was however
better visualized with AOSLO. MLCs were consistently observed as
hyporeflective clumps in flood AO, while they were not detected in
AOSLO.
Conclusions: Parameters such as optical sectioning and distortion
that differ between flood and scanning AO technologies affect AO
imaging features of dry AMD. Atrophy margins, dispersed melanin
and pseudomosaics showed differing contrast, resolution and
visibility in flood AO, AOSLO bright and dark field. This highlights
the importance of a multimodal approach in high resolution imaging
in order to optimize interpretation and further understanding of the
disease at the microscopic level.

Figure shows flood AO (left), bright (center) and dark field (right)
scan AO images, and simultaneous coincident AO-OCT, with zooms:
AM atrophy margin; CM cone mosaic; PM pseudomosaic; MLC
melanin loaded cells.
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Assessment of Retinal Vascular Geometry (RVG) role in patients
with neovascular Age Related Macular Degeneration (nAMD)
participating in IVAN study
Maged S. Habib1, Bashir Al Diri2, Lauren Scott3, Chris Rogers3,
Barney C. Reeves3, Usha Chakravarthy4, David H. Steel1.
1
Ophthalmology, Sunderland Eye Infirmary, Sunderland, United
Kingdom; 2Computer Science, Lincoln University, Lincoln, United
Kingdom; 3Clinical Trials and Evaluation Unit, University of Bristol,
Bristol, United Kingdom; 4Institute for Health Sciences, Queen’s
University, Belfast, United Kingdom.
Purpose: Previous studies have shown that differences in retinal
vascular width are associated with development of early AMD,
treatment with anti-vascular Endothelial Growth Factors
(Anti VEGF) agents and can be predictive of treatment response;
however it represents only a single parameter of the retinal vascular
network. More detailed structural analysis of the RVG provides
estimates of additional vascular network parameters.
This exploratory study evaluates whether RVG parameters can
differentiate nAMD from fellow eyes at baseline, and if any RVG
changes occur after Anti-VEGF treatment. We also assessed the
predictive value of RVG for response to treatment.
Methods: The study analysed images of patients with nAMD treated
with Anti-VEGF agents within the IVAN study using fully automated
vascular analysis software.
The analysed RVG parameters included relative width ratios,
bifurcating angles, area ratios, and optimality ratios. Data were
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collected at baseline, month 3 and 12 post treatment for eyes with
nAMD and fellow eyes with no nAMD.
Structural response was defined as the presence or absence of intra
retinal (IRF) or subretinal fluid (SRF) while functional response was
defined as improvement of baseline visual acuity by 5 letters.
Mixed linear and logistic regression models were used for analysis of
the RVG parameters.
Results: Images for 506 patients (505 study eyes with nAMD and
257 fellow eyes with no baseline nAMD) were analysed. Age was
weakly associated with relative diameter of main daughter vessel,
optimality ratio and optimality parameter. RVG parameter estimates
did not differ for nAMD eyes and fellow eyes.
The predictive outcome models showed; increased within patient
variation of the main vascular bifurcating angle at baseline (standard
deviation SD) was associated with better structural outcome (Odds
ratio OR for IRF/SRF= 0.93, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.89
to 0.98) (p=0.002) and an increase in the SD of the smaller vessel
branching angle at follow up was associated with better functional
outcome (OR= 1.07, 95% CI 1.01 TO 1.13) (p=0.015)
Conclusions: The results showed clear signal that increased
variations of the bifurcating angles parameters might be related to
structural and functional outcomes illustrating the value of in-depth
analysis of the retinal vascular network in management planning and
monitoring of patients with AMD.
Commercial Relationships: Maged S. Habib, None;
Bashir Al Diri, None; Lauren Scott, None; Chris Rogers,
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Comparison of Fundus quantitative Autofluorescence (qAF)
Analysis on Heidelberg Eye Explorer (HEYEX) and IGOR Pro
QuantAF Software
Ryan Larochelle, Julia M. Agee, Meleha Ahmad, Nicole Topilow,
Samantha Ayoub, Nathaniel Tracer, Theodore Smith. New York
University School of Medicine, New York, NY.
Purpose: Heidelberg Engineering’s Spectralis confocal scanning
laser ophthalmoscope (cSLO) and HEYEX analysis module are
currently used in a research capacity to study fluorophores in the
retinal pigment epithelium. No study has demonstrated equivalency
of this proprietary analysis process to the previous research standard,
an IGOR program called QuantAF, developed by Delori et al [IOVS,
2011], and available to the research team. Our purpose was to
compare qAF calculated from the same images of normal phakic and
pseudophakic eyes on HEYEX and IGOR QuantAF.
Methods: We analyzed qAF imaging of 38 subjects (59 eyes) using
HEYEX and calculated the qAF-8, which is the mean qAF of the

middle ring of the Delori grid. To create images compatible with
IGOR QuantAF, HEYEX images were resized and the reference
images were shifted into the retinal field. These images were
processed on IGOR QuantAF to calculate a second qAF-8. We then
compared qAF-8 values obtained by each method of analysis with all
parameters equal, including age, corneal curvature, electronic zero,
scaling factor, and reference calibration factor. Grid placement on the
IGOR software was adjusted to match closely the automatic grid on
the HEYEX.
Results: qAF-8 values had consistent upward trends with age on
both softwares as expected (Greenberg, PMID 23860757). HEYEX
qAF-8 values were positively correlated with IGOR qAF-8 values
for the same images (Pearson correlation coefficient, r = 0.867).
However, values for the same image could differ as much as 90 qAF
units (Fig), for reasons that were not clear. The only component of
the calculations not accessible for comparison was the proprietary
HEYEX software.
Conclusions: Consistent trends and correlations observed with
both HEYEX and IGOR QuantAF softwares on the same images
demonstrate that HEYEX qAF values may be comparable to previous
normative values calculated on IGOR QuantAF. However, individual
readings for clinical use could be disparate. Given the clinical
potential for diagnostic use of qAF, analysis should be continued over
the course of future research to understand how qAF values obtained
with newer integrated systems may be made completely compatible
with the gold standard published research methods.

Figure. Quantitative Autofluorescence (qAF) values for 38 normal
subjects (59 eyes) obtained using HEYEX and IGOR QuantAF
softwares on the same images.
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